Unlocking Investment
Fueling Shared Indo-Pacific Growth

The Indo-Pacific Partnership for Prosperity is a collaboration of public, private and non-profit leaders dedicated to promoting opportunities that strengthen Indo-Pacific supply chains, promote sustainability, and expand fair economic opportunities in Indo-Pacific Economic Framework (IPEF) partner economies.

This partnership brings together diverse public and private expertise, capital, and energy to strengthen economic and commercial ties across the Indo-Pacific — benefitting workers, businesses, and families across the region.

The Opportunity

- The Indo-Pacific Partnership for Prosperity’s work will unlock investments to help bolster supply chains, address the climate crisis, create more resilient economies, and drive long-term sustainable development across the region.

- The fourteen IPEF Partner economies represent 40% of the world’s GDP. The partnership will strengthen the bonds of investment and commerce among these partners and build on many of the gains made in IPEF, including shared commitments to help boost investor confidence.

- The partnership brings a wealth of private and non-profit expertise to the task of deepening economic engagement and addressing our shared economic challenges.

Activities

The Indo-Pacific Partnership for Prosperity will mobilize investment by convening interested parties, working directly with IPEF partners to identify a pipeline of projects, and promoting the benefits of investment in the region, particularly in light of recent IPEF commitments. The effort will be supported by an unparalleled Steering Committee of investment and development experts from the private and non-profit sector.

The Steering Committee

For more information on the partnership visit: indopacificpartnership.org